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nearly a year and donated some money to it, she believed that "the Woman Question definitively was subsumed within the Social Question, a question that she thought would resolve issues of poverty and equality for women by socializing property. Of course, there was much talk of women's liberation inadequate. And indeed, O'Hare sometimes seemed to agree with them—for example, struggling to work for a living wage and the wages of working women by focusing public attention on the relationships between 'women's low wages and prostitution.'

O'HAIR ATTRIBUTES MUCH OF O'Hare's unwillingness to pay attention to gender distinctions to her own as-

Question." O'Hare's focus on issues of public policy that she always felt excluded from policy-making and influence. Still, O'Hare finally distanced herself from her husband and left him after they had frozen to tears during World War One. When her former allies refused to contribute to her legal costs and denied her the publicity they routinely gave to arrested male leaders, O'Hare turned her attention to women's issues.

Escorted to prison by Frank but by her friend and fellow socialist Grace Grace, she survived horrendous and debilitating conditions by making common cause with the other prisoners, who, particularly with her political opposite Emma Goldman. Sharing food, tricks, let-
ting out of her husband and children with prisoners who had less then she, she began to pay attention to the par-
cial and common cause of her own oppression and the oppression of others.

The fight for the right for women to use the library, to have showers rather than buckets of water, and to be taken to food that was at least equivalent to what the men had. Confronting her own deeply rooted oppressed consciousness, O'Hare was inspired to action with the disintegration of the Socialist Party, she protested the press' refusal to pay attention to women political prisoners and battled against convict labor.

One leaves this biography with mixed feelings. Here is a woman whom Sally Miller convincingly portrays as a leader in a party that virtually ignored women. But, perhaps because the point of view from which we observe is so relentlessly that of Kate Richards O'Hare, we are unable to see her in the roundedness that must have constituted her life. Frank O'Hare remains a shadow; the children have no voice, the opinions of socialists and the Chicago labor movement are often rather than quoted; the Justice Department, which pursued her for years, is barely heard; not even the women's liberation movement has any pieces, many of whom must have com-

the voice of Kate Richards O'Hare is circumscribed. Sally Miller tells us about political positions and domestic upheavals, about intellectual querelles and personal loyalties, but gives us little of the language she made up to enable women to fight for their own. But: "With the power to dream, women can make our own judgments. Perhaps, con-
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nological and social changes in the construction of their identity. But this does not mean that gay, lesbian, and working-class women have redefined femininity and changed the face of women's liberation as much as they have in the past. The question of how and whether this pattern continues, and whether the role of gay, lesbian, and working-class women in feminism has changed, is the subject of this essay.
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